Supplemental Instructions
Model CM-446-050
Mounting the CM-446-050 to the SpectraPro monochromator or spectrograph:

1) Position the CM-446-050 against the entrance slit of the monochromator or spectrograph

2) Using the four 8-32 screws provided, secure the CM-446-050 to the entrance slit

Attaching the Nikon lens:

3) The CM-446-050 accepts Nikon lenses in the same manner as a camera. It includes an f-mount for standard Nikon lenses.

4) The CM-446-050 is designed to allow a standard Nikon lens to focus light at the entrance slit of SpectraPro monochromators and spectrographs. While the detection system is operating, focus the Nikon lens until signal levels (or image quality in the case of a CCD running in imaging mode) are optimized.